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GAME COMPONENTS

OVERVIEW

40 Picture Tiles 1 Score Board

In this game each 
participant will play the 
role of a marine biologist, 
who is hired to provide 
assistance in planning an 
ecological coral reef, for 
the conservation of the 
marine life.

The players will collect and place 
pictures of the marine life, to 
create an ecological mosaic.

During matching species and 
completing missions, each player 
advances his sea turtle towards 
the water line and to the victory.

20 Mission 
Tiles

First Player 
Token

8 Gems

4 Turtle Meeples

OBJECT OF THE GAME
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PICTURE TILES

MISSION TILES

The Picture Tiles are used by players to create a shared Game Map 
when placed on the play area. 

Mission Tiles are challenges that players can 
complete by using Picture Tiles to create the 
required layout.
There are 4 types of Mission Tiles, distinguished 
by the number of sea creatures in each type: 
tiles with 2, 3, 4 or 5 sea creatures accordingly. 
Each type consists of 5 Mission Tiles.
Although each type portrays the same creatures, 
they each present a different layout. 

There are 5 different kinds of layouts as shown:

There are 5 types of Picture Tiles distinguished by the number of 
sea creatures in each type: tiles with 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 sea creatures 
accordingly.

Each type consists of 8 Picture Tiles.
Although each type portrays the same creatures, the Solitary 
Creature      tiles are unique. 

Tile 
LayoutPicture 

Tile 
Type

1

5 Sea 
Creatures

4 Sea 
Creatures

3 Sea 
Creatures

2 Sea 
Creatures



GAME SETUP
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1
32

4 5

Example for 
a 3-player 
game setup:

Player 1

Player 2 
First Player

Player 3

6 1 6

67

שחקן 
מס' 2

שחקן 
מס' 1

54

32

109

9

8

10

Place a random Solitary Creature tile in the center of the play area.     
Shuffle the Mission       and Picture Tiles      , facing down and stack 
them into separate Tile Decks. 
Open 2 Mission Tiles       and 3 Picture Tiles      next to the decks 
as a Tile Display.
Each deck can be divided into smaller decks (see below) as 
convenient.
Place the Score Board       next to the Tile decks. Each player chooses 
a Turtle and places it on the starting point of the Score Board      . 
Position Gems in the same color of each Turtle, on the 10 and 20 
one for each spot. 
Each player takes 2 Picture Tiles and places them face up in front of 
them     . The player who most recently visited the ocean gets the 
First Player Token      . 

8

9

6

10

7



GAME MAP

TURTLES AND GEMS

Game map created by laying Picture Tiles on the Play Area 
and shared 
by all players.
Each new tile must be adjacent to one or more previously 
placed tiles.

Each tile can be rotated prior 
to placement. 

No changes can be made 
once a tile is placed. 

Covering existing tiles 
is not allowed.

Each player’s Turtle is used as a marker       on the Scoreboard      . 
Whenever a player earns points by placing a tile, their turtle advances 
accordingly.

Survival: Whenever the player’s turtle reaches or passes a Gem        
(in spots 10 or 20) they earn the one in their color.

Interference: In their turn, a player may pay (discard) a Gem to 
open 2 new Picture Tiles or 2 new Mission Tiles, in addition to the 
existing ones in the Tile Display.

Note! Using Gems is a free action and can be performed any time in 
the turn and more than once (see turn actions in Gameplay.) 

Each player has 1 Turtle and 2 Gems 
of the same color.

10

9

55

8
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GAMEPLAY
Starting with the player who has the First Player Token, the game is 
conducted in clockwise rounds with each player in turn, performing 
3 actions.
Each action consists of one of the following:

Or placing one of your Picture Tiles on the Game Map

Note! A player, who takes a tile from the Tile Display, does not open 
a new one in its place.
At the beginning of each player’s turn, new tiles must be opened to 
complete the required number: 3 Picture Tiles      , 2 Mission Tiles     .
If the required or more number of tiles are open - no new tiles will be 
opened. 
At the end of a player’s turn, they are limited to holding 5 Picture 
Tiles and 5 Mission Tiles. Any excess tiles will be discarded.
Community: All of the players’ tiles are constantly revealed to all. 

If, at the beginning of a player’s turn, all of the Picture Tiles in Tiles 
Display       are of the same type, they are permitted (once in a turn) 
to return one tile to the middle of the deck       and one 
to the bottom and then open 2 new ones instead.
In the rare case where the tiles of a certain type have run out, 
continue the game as is.

Friendly Game (recommended): 
The players take turns without any time limit.
Competitive Game: 
It’s customary to limit all player’s turns to 15 Minutes.

Android

iphone

You can download a timer application 
(installation at the risk of the user) such as:  
You can predetermine that any player whose time had 
run out, automatically loses the game or that for each 
additional minute (or part of it) they lose one point.

The first player, gets one additional action on the first turn only. 

Either taking to your possession one Picture or Mission Tile 
(from the Tile Decks or Display)

35

5
3

TIME MANAGEMENT
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MISSION SCORING

A player will complete one mission or more, only if the Picture Tiles 
in the Game Map are set during their turn in one of the following 
3 forms:  

 Colonization - Complete the mission using the required 
layout with Picture Tiles of the same type.

 Coexistence - Complete the mission using the 
required layout with Picture Tiles of different types.

 Migration - Complete the mission using 
rectangular-square layout with Picture Tiles of the same type.

At the beginning of each player’s turn, new tiles must be opened to 
complete the required number: 3 Picture Tiles      , 2 Mission Tiles     .

77

Every Mission Tile collected can be used during the same turn 
or later on.

A

B

C

Note!
More than one mission can be completed 
by laying one Picture Tile.

Although Picture Tiles may be shared by diffrent 
layouts. You cannot complete more than 
one Mission Tile per Layout. 

Completing missions in any of the 
3  forms earns the player 7 points.

Required 
Picture 

Tile Type

C

Rectangular-square Layout:
has 4 tiles in its corners, creating the 
shape, on the condition that none of 
them is adjacent to another.

Required 
Picture 

Tiles 
Layout



Completed Mission Tiles will be placed in the game area 
aside the Game Map.

C A

B

Mission Tiles completed in the Colonization/Migration        /    
forms, will be placed facing down.

However,  tiles completed in the Coexistence         form, will be 
placed in the same area facing up.

As missions in the form of Coexistence are shared by all players but 
can be performed only once in a game for each Layout (there are 5 
possible Layouts.)

Note!
Every Mission Layout can be completed vertically, horizontally 
or inverted (as a mirror-image.)

Remember!
Completing a mission is a Free Action and can only be done 
if the required Mission Tile is in the player’s possession.

A player will complete a mission only by placing a completing 
Picture Tile in their turn.

If all the tiles of a mission already exist in the Game Map, 
The mission can not be completed.

Diversity: 
A Solitary Creature tile can be used as an 
alternative tile to complete one or more 
missions of any form. 
You can use mulltiple Solitary Creatures in a 
single mission, but each one will reduce its 
scoring by 3 points.

88



Live Coral Live Coral Live Coral Live Coral Live Coral Dead Coral

+1

0

AType BType CType DType FTypeEType “Joker”

+1

+1 +3

+1
+1

0

+1

Picture Tiles depict, in each corner, 4 different Coral Segments.

CORAL MATCHING SCORE

Population - Corner Matching
By matching corals of the same 
(live/dead) type in adjacent 
corners, the player earns 1 
point (Max. 1 point for corner 
matching.)

Adaptation - The Joker 

Example for earning 1 point.

Example for earning 5 points.

Example for earning 3 points.

E

By matching a corner of the 
Joker with any Live Coral, 
and vice versa the player 
earns 1 point.
One Joker can be used with 
3 same live corals for Coral 
Completion, which earns the 
player 1 point (instead of 3.) 
Only 1 Joker can be used.

Disturbance - Although 
matching Dead Coral corners 
earns the player 1 point, 
you don’t earn points by 
completing a Dead Coral, nor 
by matching corners between 
a Dead Coral and a Joker.

Stability - Coral Completion
By matching all 4 corners 
of the same Live Coral Type:
     ,     ,     ,     ,     . The player 
earns 3 points for the Coral 
Completion (in addition 
to the population point.)

A B C D E
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AN EXAMPLE OF A TURN

First Action: Dan takes a Mission Tile  
from the Tile Display.
Second Action: Dan places one of his Picture Tiles 
on the Game Map       and earns points as following: 

Third Action: Dan places one of his 
Picture Tiles       and earns points 
as following:
. 1 point for matching corners
 between two Blue Corals. 
. 1 point for matching Green
 Coral corners (Max. 1 point 
 for corner matching.) 
. Zero points for matching Blue and
 Yellow corners. 
. 3 additional points for the Green Coral
 Completion: Total of 5 points.
During this action, Dan is able to 
complete one Mission Tile       .
He earns only 4 points since he 
used one Solitary Creature       
to complete the mission. 
Dan puts the Mission Tile, facing 
up      , beside the Game Area, to 
indicate that this Layout can not be 
used again in Coexistence Form.

B

A

. 1 point for matching corners between
 a Joker and a Green Coral. 
. 1 point for matching  corners between
 a Joker and a Yellow Coral. 
. Zero points for matching corners with
 a Dead Coral. 
. 1 additional point for Coral Completion
 with a Joker: Total of 3 points.

C

Dan advances his Turtle over the Scoreboard, 
at the end of each action: 3, 5 & 4 paces (total of 12 points.)

D

A

A
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GAME END

ECOLOGICAL INSPIRATION (Not required for Gameplay) 

Ecosystem An independent self-sufficient organic environment.

Colonization Organisms of the same family settling in new locations.

Coexistence A habitat that supports biodiversity.

Migration Movement of species to a new environment.

Community The interaction & relationship of species sharing a habitat.

Interference Competition over resources among various species.

Diversity Variety and abundance, contributing to symbiosis 
and development.

Disturbance Environmental changes that cause ecological renewal.

Competition Contest among species over limited resources.

Adaptation Adjustments of organisms following environmental changes.

Stability Durability of species in the face of disturbances.

Solitary Creatures Spend most of their time alone.

The game ends when one of the players reaches/passes: 40 points 
for a 2-players game; 37 points for 3-players game; 34 points for a 
4-players game.

At this point, the player who ended the game 
completes their turn actions. The game continues 
until the end of this round. If that player is the 
last player of this round, the game ends after their turn.

After the end of the game each player gets additional points:
Survival: 1 point for each Gem they possess.
Competition: -2 points for each unaccomplished mission.

-2

+1

1111

Population Growth Multiplication and growth of successful species. 
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SCORING SUMMERY

MORE GAMES BY THE CREATOR

Score
For Coral Matching of same-type (live/dead) coral corners.

For Coral Matching between a Joker and any live coral corners.

For Coral Completion (Stability) of any live and same-type coral.

For Coral Completion (Stability) of a live coral with one Joker.

For completing a mission (without using a Solitary Creature.)

For every use of a Solitary Creature in a mission.

Calculated at game end: For each player’s Gem (Survival.)

Calculated at game end: For each unaccomplished mission 
(Competition.)

Adventure and strategy game, 
D&D style

Buy & sell in this business management 
game set in 1930’s 
New York City

For

(6)2-4 players
2 expansions 
available
Ages 12+

2-5 players
With 2 Adds-on  
Ages 12+

See unique Promo Cards for these games inside this box


